Conquer Diamonds Mfg. Co. since 1980
ROMANS 8:37-39

www.conquerdiamonds.com

Phone: (402) 573-8651
Fax: (402) 573-1111

US VETERAN 1957-1966

STEEL & DUCTILE BLADE
LIST
12” x 197 x 125 x 1
215.00
14” x 197 x 125 x 1
244.00
16” x 197 x 125 x 1
300.00

ITEM #
cddpwe1221
cddpwe1421
cddpwe1621

Blade is designed for steel ductile with abrasive particles on
side of blade. When cutting pipe in the ‘field’ it leaves burrs.
With abrasive up the sides it allows contractor to grind those
burrs off with out using some other means.

♦♦♦
12” x 197 x 125 x 1
14” x 197 x 125 x 1
16” x 197 x 125 x 1

176.00
210.00
270.00

cddpp1221
cddpp1421
cddpp1621

Blade is like the above blade but it has no abrasive particles.
This is used by contractors that want a blade to cut bundles
of rebar or steel. They are not cutting ductile pipe. Why pay for
something if your not using it in that manner. We are about
saving you money.

♦♦♦
“CUT IT ALL” BLADE
4” x 200 x 080 x 7/8-5/8
55.00
cdcax4.0
4.5 x 200 x 080 x 7/8-5/8
58.00
cdcax4.5
5” x 200 x 080 x 7/8-5/8
67.00
cdcax5.0
6” x 200 x 095 x 7/8-5/8
91.00
cdcax6.0
7” x 200 x 095 x 7/8-5/8
107.00
cdcax7.0
8” x 200 x 095 x dm7/8-5/8
140.00
cdcax8.0
10” x 200 x 095 x dm7/8-5/8
189.00
cdcax10.0
12” x 200 x 125 x 1
222.00
cdcax12.0
14” x 200 x 125 x 1*
254.00
cdcax14.0
16” x 200 x 125 x 1
345.00
cdcax16.0
14” x 280 x 163 (ring saw)
395.00
cdrsbrescue
Blade cuts PVC pipe, steel, cast iron, wood, ductile pipe, iron
pipe, reinforced concrete, Polyethelene pipe. Quicke saw,
walk behind, 5hp to 15hp, right angle grinders. Blade listed
above does not have abrasive particles on side of blade. If
your needs require abrasive particles let us know. Special
order. *denotes that we have a special if you have the need188.00
DB -27
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PO Box 34063
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